
 

The basic Rules of football apply.  Sit behind opposite end zones. Optional: See Weather Conditions on the Contents card.  

Coin toss: Roll die - Odd or Even.  
 

TIME   

Agree on a set number of plays per Quarter (such as 20) – keep track by marking tally marks behind one end zone.  Keep the downs verbally. 
Optional for football experts: On the last 5 plays of each Half each play that stops the clock in real football counts as only ½ play, or apply this rule for entire game. 
 

SYMBOLS ON FIELD  

Any size red or white bar is a tackler.   White squares with rounded corners are pass receivers; the red triangle inside each is a tackler that can also intercept.  “15 Pen.” is a possible 15 yard penalty. 
 

KICKOFF (First, flip the clear plastic overlay off the field by gently lifting it at the back corner of either end zone)  

To kick, hold the pen on the middle of the kickoff yard line, study the field, and while HIDING YOUR EYES with the Playbook lift the pen and mark a small dot downfield.   
Landing over 75 yards downfield is the same as landing out of bounds and your opponent gets the ball, first down, at his own 40 yard line. 
 

KICKOFF RETURN 

Hold pen where kick landed, study field, say “Reds Only!”, and then hide your eyes with the Playbook and mark a line on the field.  If your pen-line touches ANYTHING RED, your  
opponent says “You’re tackled”.  ‘Touches’ means you cannot see space between the pen-line and the border of the symbol (or the border of the out-of-bounds line).  If the kickoff  
lands less than 40 yds downfield, Reds Only! goes into effect after you gain10 yds.  Tip: If the dot where any type of return starts is touching a symbol, you may run thru that symbol.   
 

“REDS ONLY!” (definition) 

“Reds Only!” means only RED symbols can stop you and you can run thru every WHITE bar and the WHITE PART of every square without being tackled.  
Plus on any type of return, after you gain 60 yards (the length of the white ‘Spot•ula’) you can run thru red bars as well! 
 

SPOTTING THE BALL 

Erase the field with the black pad.  Then mark a small dot (representing the ball) ON or INSIDE the hashmarks, so that the nose of that dot is EVEN with where you were tackled.   
Never spot the ball so it is touching a symbol, and always leave some room to drop 3 yards straight back. 
 

THE HUDDLE (Flip overlay onto field)  

Study the Playbook and do not look at the field while your opponent (the Defense) with the aid of a ‘Spot•ula’ secretly positions the 3 blue dots (Linebackers) and presses them   
FIRMLY to the upper side of the overlay, flips the overlay off the field, and hooks the Linebacker Cover over the top edge of the overlay to conceal the Linebackers.  Then he says,  
“My defense is set.”  Now you may study the field before executing a play.  See “EXECUTING A PLAY” below. 
 

BLITZING 

During the huddle, Defense (D) may Blitz by setting one or more blue dots (Linebackers) partly or totally offside, BUT HE MUST SET EACH BLITZING LINEBACKER FAR 

ENOUGH BEHIND THE BALL (OR TO THE RIGHT OR LEFT/OR AT AN ANGLE) SO IT IS AT LEAST 7 YDS (THE FULL FLAT WIDTH OF A ‘SPOT•ULA’) FROM THE NOSE OF 

THE BALL.  Important: On HIS side of the scrimmage line, D may set the Linebackers ANYWHERE – EVEN RIGHT UP AGAINST THE BALL. 
  

FORCING A FUMBLE   

During the huddle, D may try to Force a Fumble by placing only one or two blue dots (Linebackers) on the overlay and placing the other Linebacker(s) in plain view  
on the turf behind his end zone.  During the play, if your pen-line then touches a Linebacker that is still on the overlay, it means you Fumbled at that spot.  If TWO  
Linebackers are on the overlay, there was a pileup and to see who recovers both teams roll die – high roll wins (no return allowed).  If only ONE Linebacker is on  
the overlay, D recovers automatically (no return allowed unless the fumble occurred in the backfield, in which case D studies the field and says “Reds Only!” ). 

 

EXECUTING A PLAY 

Study field, hold pen on ball, say the name of any play in the Playbook, obey B2 (etc.) at bottom of Playbook, hide your eyes and execute that play.  At any time  
during the play if your pen-line touches ANY symbol (unless Reds Only! is in effect), D says “You’re tackled.”  Then he removes the Cover from the overlay  
and flips overlay onto field; NOW, if the first symbol your pen-line touched was a LINEBACKER, you were actually tackled there – nullifying the other tackle.   
Note: If you run into a white receiver symbol before “Reds Only!” has taken effect, it means you ran into your own man and got tackled. 
 

HOW TO PASS 

Obey B3 (Short Pass) or B10 (Long Pass) at bottom of Playbook and then, while hiding your eyes, lift the pen and try to mark a dot in the WHITE PART of a square.  
Then KEEP HIDING YOUR EYES while D announces one of the results below.   
 
                                                                              
     
 
 

 
                                                Complete                             Incomplete                               Intercepted                        Batted Down 
 
If Complete, keep hiding your eyes and run downfield until tackled.  After the play is over D flips overlay onto field.  If a  Linebacker is now touching the dot where  
a completion or interception occurred, THE PASS WAS BATTED DOWN (BROKEN UP) BY THAT LINEBACKER.  Or if a Linebacker is now touching the dot where  
an incomplete pass landed, the pass was INTERCEPTED BY THAT LINEBACKER (see next heading below).  If a pass lands anywhere else, it’s Incomplete. 
 

INTERCEPTION RETURN (Flip overlay off field because the blue dots are not involved on returns) 

Hold pen where pass landed, study field, say “Reds Only!” and while hiding your eyes, run. 
  

PUNT (Flip overlay off field because the blue dots are not involved on punts)  (Fake Punt: Roll die, 5 or 6 = tackled just past 1st down line, 1-4 = tackled at scrimmage line)  

Hold pen 10 yards behind scrimmage line, study field, and while hiding your eyes lift pen and mark a dot downfield.  If you land over 60 Yards (the length of the white ‘Spot•ula’)  
beyond the scrimmage line, THE PUNT WAS BLOCKED – D returns from 10 yards behind scrimmage line, Reds Only!   Note: If you say “High Punt” and lift the pen-point at  
least 60 yds up in the air (the height of the white ‘Spot•ula’) as your pen travels downfield, the Punt is downed - or Fair Caught - where it lands, no return allowed.   
 

PUNT RETURN (Flip overlay off field because the blue dots are not involved on returns) 

Hold pen where kick landed, study field, say “After I gain 5 Yards, Reds Only!” and while hiding your eyes, run.  [Or you may say “I’ll let it bounce.” Punter then rolls  
the die. If he rolls 1 thru 5, the ball bounced into the end zone and comes out to the 20 Yardline. But if he rolls a 6, the punting team downed the ball at the 1 Yardline!] 
 

FIELD GOAL/EXTRA POINT (Flip overlay off field because the blue dots are not involved) (Fake Kick: Roll die, 5 or 6 = tackled just past 1st down line, 1-4 = at scrimmage line)  

Scrimmage line must be inside D’s 45 yard line.  Hold pen 7 yds behind scrimmage line, study field, and while hiding your eyes lift pen and try to mark a dot between or directly  
beyond goalposts.  If it touches any part of the crossbar/upright, NO GOOD; any part of the stadium or beyond, BLOCKED – D returns from 7 yds behind scrimmage line, Reds Only! 
 

ONSIDE KICK 

While looking, mark a dot 10 yards downfield and roll the die. If you roll a 5 or 6, you recover (4th Qtr --you must roll a 6).  Otherwise, opponent recovers. No return allowed. 
 

PENALTY (If a pass or kick lands on a Penalty symbol, disregard that particular Penalty symbol) 

If you run into a Penalty symbol, you are tackled and must roll die. 5 or 6 = 15 yds on D and automatic 1st down for Flagrant Face Mask, 2-4 = 10 yds on Offense from Penalty  
symbol for Illegal Block, 1* = Fumble and there was no penalty and to see who recovers both teams roll die, high roll wins, repeat to see if may run, Reds Only!  *1-2 in Rain/Snow. 

Although 
touching only 
the black 
border of the 
square, this is 
still Complete ! 
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If touching the line 
between the red and 
white, the pass is 
Batted Down. 


